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Frequently Asked Questions

Join us on Facebook / Follow us on IG - @tarateachers

Student Engagement - how can you help teachers authentically elevate student engagement in the classroom?
Collaborative Planning - how can you leverage teacher differences to elevate collaborative planning within and across
departments?
Observations & Feedback - how does each teacher prefer to be observed and receive feedback to elevate their own
instruction?
Professional Development - how can teacher perspectives be incorporated or leveraged to select/develop hyper-effective
professional development?
Purchasing & Implementation - how can teachers be leveraged to improve the adoption & ROI of new curriculum, tools, or
other purchases?

What does the report include?
In addition to a complete breakdown of the Support Languages of each quiz taker, the summary report also includes quick
explanations and practical recommendations for each Support Language across 5 critical aspects of teacher performance
management:

 

What should we do with the results of the TSL Quiz?
We provide tips and recommendations based on the results of the TSL Quiz and as a way to illustrate what leveraging this new
information could look like. However, we do stress that neither the results nor the recommendations should ever be used in HR-related
decisions nor should they be viewed as “prescriptive” in any way.  

Ultimately, the results of the Teacher Support Languages Quiz provides a fresh foundation on which to communicate with your teachers
and build a culture of support and success at your school.

What is TARA? 
TARA is a workflow management assistant for teachers and schools that brings the management of instruction and performance into a
single-screen workflow to maximize teacher talent, time, and satisfaction. 

We currently are only available to a select group of school teams each year, but if you are interested in learning more and joining our
waitlist, let us know at info@tarateachers.com or using the form available on our website (www.tarateachers.com).



Sample School - Results Breakdown
Name (as entered) Voice Potential Recognition Identity
James Beard 38% 19% 0% 44%

Michael Mills 25% 25% 19% 31%

Keisha Gates 25% 19% 25% 31%

Richard Margot 19% 31% 25% 25%

Michelle B Jordan 31% 44% 6% 19%

Jordan Starks 25% 38% 25% 13%

Anthony Stark 25% 38% 13% 25%

Bruce Banner 38% 25% 25% 13%

Ryan Reynolds 40% 36% 19% 6%

Vanessa Carlton 50% 25% 13% 13%

Rob Williams 38% 19% 31% 13%

Roberta Long 44% 25% 25% 6%

Laura Mixon 44% 38% 13% 6%

Leslie Gallup 44% 19% 25% 13%

Tesha Gates 25% 31% 38% 6%
Total # of Individuals 7 4 1 3

School Language Averages 34% 29% 20% 18%

Read on for explanations & recommendations

Note – It is important to remember that every individual has wants and needs across all 4 Support Languages, regardless of what surfaced as most prevalent in this instance.  

The goal of the following pages is to help you use this data to engage intentionally with your team, using this quiz as a framework to have meaningful conversations about support and team relationships.



RECOMMENDATIONS

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT COLLABORATIVE PLANNING OBSERVATIONS & FEEDBACK PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PURCHASING & IMPLEMENTATION

HEARD INPUT, IDEAS, PROCESS

Every professional wants to have a voice and teachers are no

different.  An inclusive decision-making process is as important as

the end result.

SO WHAT DO THESE TEACHERS NEED?

27
of your school's quiz

participants want to

be HEARD.

SUPPORT LANGUAGE - VOICE

THESE TEACHERS VALUE BEING...

During the first week of pre-

planning (or during a break in the

school year), reach out to get

their feedback on the lesson

planning templates and ask

them to share their suggestions

for improvement.

They know what works best for

them and value autonomy. When

establishing lesson planning

expectations, it is critical that

you create a process based off

some of their input in order to

build authentic investment. 

Establish a "rally robin" rule for

collaborative planning meetings

where they must incorporate at

least 15 minutes for open

discussion to ensure everyone

has a chance to voice their

opinion.  Add a 2-min "courtesy

rule" to ensure the conversation

keeps moving.

They care deeply about inclusive

processes. Establish a 'culture

of input' by working with your

department leads to set norms

for inclusion - not only will these

teachers feel more valued and

invested, but these practices

will also generate new ideas to

keep your team dynamic and

responsive throughout the year. 

In your observation routine or

protocols, always lead off with a

question around how they are

feeling and what they have felt

they need support on based off

the experiences of the last

couple of weeks.

They view feedback as a 2-way

street.  They want support as

long as they can also let you

know how they like to receive it

and what they view their needs

are.  They will appreciate the

opportunity to ask for the help

that they need.

Create a list of the specific

areas of need that you have

seen in the classroom and then

provide that to these teachers

as a "menu" where they can pick

the specific one they want you

to find a provider or session for.

They pay close attention to

professional development

workshops & resources - they

want to see if any of the topics

or areas they've mentioned to

you made it into a priority.

Deputize members of this group

to help lead the purchasing

process or at least sit in on

some of the sales meetings to

provide a teacher lens to the

discussion - they will jump at the

opportunity.

They care a lot  about how

money is spent and not because

they have an interest in

accounting!  Purchases are one

of the most vivid symbols of the

responsiveness of school

leadership - are the purchases

you make related to their

feedback?  Did they have a

chance to provide input?

Did you know?

Schools that foster trust among parents, teachers, and school leaders are more likely to see academic improvement. 

(Bryk and Schneider, 2003)

https://www.edutopia.org/teacher-development-research-annotated-bibliography#bryk


Establish ways to get feedback from your students through a
"Feedback Friday" ritual or a monthly student advisory group.
As someone who values inclusivity, you work best in a culture that is open and
straightforward. Consider different ways to make that a norm in your classroom as
well so that your students come together and learn to advocate for themselves.

Take time to jot down ideas or items that you'd like to discuss
with your colleagues before the next gathering and share them
with your chair or coach so that time is set aside.
Collaborative planning and team meetings provide the perfect opportunity for you to
voice your opinion. Being present and organized for these meetings will ensure that
you are able to communicate effectively... 

Establish consistent & regular times to meet with your coach
and any other mentors or friends you have in the building to
ensure you each stay attuned to the others needs.
It's no secret that teachers are often short on time - but prioritizing your needs will
help maximize your success and satisfaction at your school.

Join the conversation by attending school board meetings and
planning committees to show your commitment to both
problem-solving and process. 
If you are not at the table, then you are on the menu! It's easy to sit back and get
frustrated about circumstances or decisions that directly impact your day-to-day
experience.  Channeling that energy to get involved will not only likely lead to the
issues you raise being addressed, but it will also help others appreciate your voice.

If you know an observation is coming up, schedule a 1-on-1
debrief conversation ahead of time and come prepared with
questions to ensure that you get the support you deserve.
Digital or written feedback doesn't quite work for you. When it comes to receiving
feedback, be sure that you create space for an in-person dialogue with your
coach. Receiving verbal feedback will ensure that you have the opportunity to ask
questions, request advice, and voice concerns. 
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Voice: Tips for Teachers



STUDENT ENGAGEMENT COLLABORATIVE PLANNING OBSERVATIONS & FEEDBACK PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PURCHASING & IMPLEMENTATION

CHALLENGED GROWTH, PUSH,
TRUST

Every teacher has goals and aspirations.  Believing in their

potential - and pushing them to reach it - is what great leaders do.

SO WHAT DO THESE TEACHERS NEED?

8
of your school's quiz

participants want to

be CHALLENGED.

SUPPORT LANGUAGE - POTENTIAL

THESE TEACHERS VALUE BEING...

Every month (or week/2 weeks),

select a new instructional

strategy/activity and task them

with incorporating it into their

weekly lesson plan.  Just be sure

to follow up and ask how it went.

RECOMMENDATIONS

They want to be creative and try

out new strategies with their

students - and they appreciate

when you push them to do so. 

 Teaching is a creative outlet for

these teachers as much as

anything else.  Capitalize on that

energy by challenging them to

grow in their techniques and

skills.

Task them with conducting at

least 1 multi-day student

project with a colleague within

the department or to pair with

another department teacher to

create and implement 1

interdisciplinary project during

the next quarter/semester.

While they love new obstacles or

goals, they tend to be more of a

lone ranger type when planning

for the classroom. But working

with your colleagues is a critical

skill for an educator both during

and outside of classroom

instruction - and especially if you

have a co-teacher setup.   Frame

collaboration as such to build

their investment.

Leave every meeting with these

teachers with 3 clear action

steps and include them in a

calendar invite for the next

debrief conversation so they

know your challenges are legit!

They thrive off growth and

improvement as long as the

feedback is clear and specific.  If

you provide them with explicit

suggestions or areas for growth,

it presents them with their next

challenge.  On the flip side,

ambiguous feedback can leave

them irritated and wanting to

embrace their lone ranger

tendencies.

Have this group research and

find 3 PD providers and/or topics

that they think would really push

their thinking and skill

development - not only will this

likely produce new ideas you

hadn't thought of, but it will also

save you some time and get

their investment up front!

They like being pushed out of

their comfort zone - and they get

bored by old or tired concepts -

which makes them perfect for

helping to sniff out what could

be powerful PD opportunities vs.

snoozers.  Leverage their

instincts to ensure you choose

highly impactful PD sessions.

Give these teachers a 2-week

deadline to adopt a new tool and

demonstrate how they are

effectively implementing it to

elevate their classroom

instruction. 

Every teacher likes routines -

even this group.  Use the

purchase of a new tool or the

implementation of a new

process as an opportunity to

push them to stay creative and

adopt the new product with

enthusiasm and commitment.

Did you know?
Accomplished teachers are most knowledgeable about how students in their school or district learn, and thus they are ideal

candidates to lead professional-learning and curriculum development efforts (Vescio et al., 2008; Webster-Wright, 2009)

https://www.edutopia.org/teacher-development-research-annotated-bibliography#webster


Choose 1-2 new engagement strategies to incorporate into
your lessons each week so that you can stay creative and
intellectually stimulated alongside your students.
You are anything but complacent and your thrive in environments that are
stimulating and new to you. When it comes to lesson planning, it is important that
you avoid falling into an "easy" routine. Challenging yourself on a daily/weekly
basis will keep you energized and fulfilled.

Schedule a time observe or help out a colleague's classroom
so that you can learn from being both an observer and
supporter simultaneously.
You're a life-long learner and you're always up to learn a new skill, but this can be
challenging to do on your own. Collaborating with colleagues and learning from
veteran teachers is a great way to grow your own skills in the classroom.

Tap students to help you stay on top of easy, but time-
consuming obligations like exit ticket grading and keeping the
room clean so you can keep more energy for creativity.
Being challenged and growth depends on constantly encountering new ideas and
perspectives - but you need time to do think and research. By limiting the mundane
aspects of the job, you'll have more energy to use on what matters to you!

Be proactive and let your coach or administrator know that
you are interested in taking on more responsibilities. If your
administrator is on the hunt for volunteers - just say yes!
You're not one to back away from a challenge - so you typically find yourself as the
leader of the pack. Expressing your interest in more leadership roles and
responsibilities will help you achieve your own sense of personal growth. 

Push your leaders to leave you with 3 action steps after each
feedback session to ensure you continue to progress - and
then follow up with them keep the dialogue going.
Productivity fuels your fire and you are most successful when you walk away from
a meeting with a tangible to-do list. Creating these action steps in all aspects of
your career will ensure that you make serious progress in reaching your goals. 
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STUDENT ENGAGEMENT COLLABORATIVE PLANNING OBSERVATIONS & FEEDBACK PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PURCHASING & IMPLEMENTATION

SEEN EFFORT, APPRECIATION, &
GRATITUDE

Teaching is hard, plain and simple.  Anyone who works in a school

knows that firsthand.  A little appreciation can go a long way.

SO WHAT DO THESE TEACHERS NEED?

15 of your school's quiz

participants want to

be SEEN.

SUPPORT LANGUAGE - RECOGNITION

THESE TEACHERS VALUE BEING...

Print out one of their lesson

plans and highlight/make a note

about a specific part of the

lesson that you find impressive

Include a recommendation for

another engagement strategy

they should try out.

RECOMMENDATIONS

They thrive on positive

reinforcement. Be sure to

verbally recognize when they are

trying something new or creating

plans that are well-thought out

and intentional. This will increase

their motivation to keep up the

good work. 

Invite them to share what has

been working in their classroom

with their peers. 

Shout out teachers who are

collaborating well on social

media!

They want to feel appreciated

and acknowledged for their hard

work. During collaborative

planning, create opportunities

where they can show off their

skills and demonstrate their

strengths. This will motivate

them to continue to develop a

growth mindset. 

Create a standard structure for

how you deliver observation

feedback (starting with

constructive feedback and

ending with positive

reinforcement). 

This will ensure consistency

across coaches, while

generating teacher momentum.

They need to know that you not

only see their weaknesses, but

also their strengths. Consider

ending verbal and written

feedback with "glows" / positive

feedback. This will motivate the

teacher to independently work

on areas that need improvement

to receive more positive

feedback. 

Create a fun way to celebrate

small and big "wins"  - these

could be monthly honorable

mentions at meetings, school

SWAG, or even just sending out

a schoolwide email with a funny

gif - it's the thought that counts!

They love to celebrate the little

things. Be sure to recognize

completed action steps and

small improvements along the

way to reaching their PD goals.

This will motivate the teacher to

continue striving for excellence

and create more challenging

goals to reach in the future. 

Task them with mastering the 3

most important features and

then recording a video of how to

use them to share with others or

present at the next set of

department meetings 

They get energy from being in

the spotlight and like taking on

new responsibilities. When

implementing a new technology,

tap this group to be the "power

users," or experts, and task

them with leading the

implementation efforts. Having

teachers as champions of new

tools is both key to schoolwide

adoption and a better ROI.

Did you know?

92% of teachers use social media and education websites to supplement their lesson plans. (IAIS)



Create a new strategy or outline an existing one that works
well and share it proactively with your peers or department.
You're the type of teacher who works hard on your lesson plans - and you like to
be recognized for it (as you should!) Because of this, sharing awesome resources
with your peers is a great way to be seen and appreciated at your school. 

Prepare a few questions or ideas ahead of each collaborative
planning meeting so that your colleagues recognize your
commitment.
You appreciate a good opportunity to share your thoughts and be recognized for
your successes. Collaborative planning provides the perfect, low-key environment
for you to show off your unique skills in the classroom. 

Get ahead with your next unit plan and share it with your peers
or coach for feedback so that your team sees your dedication
to being efficient. 
With so much to do, teachers often struggle to stay organized and manage their
time appropriately - so this is your time to shine! Staying on top of curriculum and
daily tasks is the best way to be seen as a leader at your school. 

Create space for self-reflection by blocking off time in your
calendar to identify 2-3 areas for improvement. Share your list
with your coach and ask for actions you can take to improve
your instructional skills. 
School leaders are most impressed with those who are consistently focusing on
personal growth in the classroom. Although, you have many strengths, demonstrating
a growth mindset will go a long way with your coach and your peers. 

When receiving observation feedback, ask them what their
favorite part was or what parts of the lesson went well. 
You thrive on positive reinforcement so observation feedback might make you a
little uneasy - but just remember that you coach's entire job is to make sure that
you are successful! Letting your coach know how you prefer to receive feedback
will ensure that you stay motivated, positive, and focused. 

Recognition: Tips for Teachers
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STUDENT ENGAGEMENT COLLABORATIVE PLANNING OBSERVATIONS & FEEDBACK PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PURCHASING & IMPLEMENTATION

KNOWN INSPIRATION, WHY, GOALS

Teaching is a purpose-driven profession. Learning who teachers

are and what motivates teachers is key to getting their buy-in.

SO WHAT DO THESE TEACHERS NEED?

2
of your school's quiz

participants want to

be KNOWN.

SUPPORT LANGUAGE - IDENTITY

THESE TEACHERS VALUE BEING...

Find & provide a few different

activities or articles that both

align to upcoming standards and

their own interests, making it

easy for them to bring

themselves into the class

content.

RECOMMENDATIONS

They want you to develop an

understanding in their teaching

style and what types of

strategies they prefer to use in

their classroom. Showing up

authentically in front of

students is hugely important for

these teachers.

Lead by example by sharing your

own personal updates when you

can.  This will establish a level of

comfort and show your maturity

as a leader to be able to

demonstrate vulnerability

without fear that it will

undermine your authority (it will

actually do the opposite!)

They are people first and

teachers second, which means

that taking time to get to know

who they are and what is going

on in their lives is viewed as the

basis of where collaboration

begins.

Explicitly reference their long-

term goals in feedback sessions

or ask them to restate their

motivations to kick things off. 

 This will help you internalize

their "why" while re-grounding

them before diving into

techniques and tactics.

They are most open to feedback

when it is couched or aligned to

their own personal motivations

and "why."  In addition to

highlighting both strengths and

growth areas, linking their

practices to their motivations

will go a long way to establishing

a sustained growth mindset.

Outside of PD offerings for the

departments or school, find a

couple of opportunities

specifically related to the

personal aspirations of these

teachers and share them.  That

individual attention will be

tremendously appreciated.

They want to feel like you are

invested in their own

professional goals as much as

the collective goals of the team

or school.  Everyone has

aspirations and these folks are

no different - great leaders find

ways to tap into those

aspirations to drive collective

success.

Tap them to craft the perfect

"North Star statement" of

objectives for each major

purchase that outlines the

problem being solved and the

goals of implementing a new tool

or process and how it aligns to

your overall mission as a school.  

They care about the 'why' behind

major decisions and how it aligns

with the goals for students.

Their instincts to think about the

big picture can be a tremendous

asset when deciding on what

purchases to make or where to

prioritize spending. Utilize this

group as a gut check to ensure

you are making the right

purchases for the right reasons.

Did you know?

Mentoring programs for teachers can increase teacher retention, satisfaction, and student achievement.

(Ingersoll and Strong, 2011) .

https://www.edutopia.org/teacher-development-research-annotated-bibliography#ingersoll


Incorporate yourself or your own personal background into
activities, stories, or word problems as a way to let students
get to know you and put yourself in your classroom culture. 
You find great value in cultivating strong relationships with those around you. At
school, this starts with your students! 

Be curious and ask about your colleague's backgrounds and
life outside of school so that a more personalized space is
established that normalizes more sharing.
You are most energized and motivated when you are a part of a strong-bonded
team. If you put in the work to establish the substantive relationships you are looking
for it will ensure that you feel supported and understood by those around you.

Block off time each morning or once a week to write a journal
entry or post to reconnect with why you started teaching in
the first place.
You thrive on inspiration and are most successful when you prioritize your 'why.'
Creating routines that help streamline the burdens of teaching will give you more
time to focus on things that energize you about this work. 

Grab lunch with your coach to learn each other's back stories
(we all have one) and what inspired you to teach so that they
can help you stay grounded in your 'why.'
You place great importance on understanding those around you and you appreciate
when others put in the time to know what makes you 'tick.' Building a genuine
relationship with your coach will help you feel more comfortable advocating for your
needs in the classroom so that you receive personalized support.

Think about where you hope to be in 3-5 years and let your
coach/leader know so that they can align their feedback to
what you hope to achieve as an educator.
The "one-size-fits-all" approach doesn't quite work for you. You are most
successful when you feel like you are receiving personalized support so your
coach needs to have a true understanding of your long term career goals and
aspirations.
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